
Discover the Art of Saving Our History
Through Photos
Preserving our history is vital to understanding where we come from and how we
have evolved over time. Every photograph captures a unique moment that helps
us connect with our past. These visual memories act as time capsules, allowing
us to revisit important milestones, cultural movements, and personal experiences.

Unfortunately, time is relentless, and our photographs are not immune to its
effects. Faded colors, yellowing paper, and the passage of time can slowly
deteriorate these precious artifacts. That's why it's crucial to take immediate
action in preserving these treasures before they are lost forever.

The Importance of Preserving Historical Photographs

Historical photographs serve as valuable resources for researchers, artists,
students, and anyone interested in understanding our collective heritage. By
documenting events and preserving snippets of everyday life, these photographs
bring history to life, allowing us to learn from the past and glean valuable insights.
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Through vintage photos, we can capture the atmosphere of bygone eras, from
the fashion trends and architecture to the social dynamics and technological
advancements. These visual records help bridge the gap between generations
and foster a sense of connection across time.

The Challenges of Preservation

Preserving historical photographs can be a daunting task. Light, humidity, and
temperature fluctuations are just a few factors that can contribute to their
deterioration. Environmental conditions can cause fading, mold growth, and
discoloration, leading to loss of details and overall degradation of the image.

Additionally, physical damage such as tears, creases, or stains can further
compromise the integrity of the photograph. Neglect or improper handling can
exacerbate these issues, increasing the risk of irreversible damage or even total
loss of the image.

Techniques for Preserving Historical Photographs

Thankfully, there are steps we can take to save our history one photo at a time.
By adopting proper preservation techniques, we can ensure that these visual time
capsules withstand the test of time and remain accessible for future generations.

Here are some helpful tips for preserving historical photographs:

1. Handle with care
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Always handle photographs with clean hands and wear gloves if possible to
prevent oil and dirt transfer. Handle them by the edges to avoid direct contact with
the image surface.

2. Store in archival materials

Use acid-free archival sleeves, envelopes, or boxes made specifically for
photographs. These materials prevent the images from being in direct contact
with harmful chemicals or acids that accelerate deterioration.

3. Control the environment

Avoid storing photographs in areas prone to moisture or extreme temperature
fluctuations. Moist conditions promote mold growth, while extreme temperatures
can cause warping or curling.

Furthermore, minimize exposure to natural and artificial light sources as
ultraviolet (UV) radiation can accelerate fading. Displaying photographs in well-lit
areas for extended periods should be avoided.

4. Digitize your collection

Create high-quality digital scans or photographs of your historical photographs.
By having a digital backup, you ensure that even if the original images
deteriorate, their content and essence remain preserved.

When digitizing, use professional scanning equipment or highly-rated smartphone
cameras. Save the digital files in a secure location, and consider using cloud-
based storage for extra protection.

5. Seek professional assistance



If you possess highly valuable or delicate photographs, consider consulting with a
professional conservator or archivist. They can offer expert advice on proper
storage, restoration, and preservation techniques specific to your collection's
needs.

In

Preserving our history one photo at a time is not only a responsibility but a vital
necessity. By taking the time to protect these visual treasures, we ensure that
future generations can enjoy and learn from our past.

So, let's awaken the archivist within us and embark on a journey to safeguard our
history. Let's save our cherished memories, our shared heritage, and our
collective identity, one photograph at a time.
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The County of Brant is located at the mid-point of the Grand River as it flows
south from Luther Marsh to Lake Erie. In Brant, the river flows through an area of
rich farmland and Carolinian forest. The river was used for water power and
transportation. European settlers first arrived in Burford Township in 1793 and
began to settle in the rest of the County soon after.In 1852 the City of Brantford,
the Village of Paris, and the Townships of Brantford, Oakland, Onondaga, South
Dumfries, and Burford became Brant County.Two hundred years ago, Obed
Wilson ventured forth seeking an area in Upper Canada in which to settle. He
discovered a place with fertile land, sparkling water and natural beauty which
enticed him to stay and build a log cabin. Eventually the vision grew into the
Village of St. George.St. George, located to the north of the City of Brantford, is in
the Township of South Dumfries. It was founded in 1814. John and Peter
Bauslaugh were early settlers in St. George, and the early name of the village
was “Bauslaugh Mills” in honour of John Bauslaugh who owned a sawmill near
Highway 99. Main Street began to develop in the 1820s when Henry Moe began
selling fish and dry goods from the first log building. By 1832, the village had
three churches and several businesses. Today Main Street continues to thrive
with many of the original buildings from the 1800s attracting people to the antique
shops, cafes and restaurants.
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